A method is proposed to expand the Z-directional measurement range of a fiber-based dual-detector chromatic confocal probe with a mode-locked femtosecond laser source. In the dual-detector chromatic confocal probe, the Z-directional displacement of a measurement target is derived from the peak wavelength in the normalized intensity ratio from the two light intensities obtained by the two identical fiber detectors. In this paper, a new method utilizing the main-lobe and side-lobes of axial responses acquired from both the normalized intensity ratio I a and the invert normalized intensity ratio I n , which is the inverse of I a , is proposed to obtain the seamless relationship between the peak wavelength and the Z-directional displacement of a measurement target. Theoretical calculations and experimental investigation are carried out to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed measurement range expansion method.
Introduction
Confocal microscopy [1, 2] with a confocal probe has outstanding image formation properties in depth sectioning imaging and optical tomographic imaging [3] [4] [5] , which makes it a potentially powerful tool for image formation in industrial and medical engineering fields, such as three-dimensional (3D) fine structure image formation [4, 5] and living body observation of cells [6, 7] , compared with traditional microscopy. It is also expected to measure large-area 3D microstructured surfaces [8, 9] . Meanwhile, the relatively small measurement range of a confocal probe with a monochromatic laser source has prevented the further application of confocal microscopy in these areas. Therefore, the extension of the measurement range of a confocal probe is critical and crucial for expansion of the application range of the confocal microscopy. For the extension of the measurement range of a confocal probe, several efforts have already been made so far [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Among them, enhancement of the chromatic dispersion has been proven as a way to realize the extension of the measurement range without any axial scanning of a target object or a measuring head of a confocal probe [18] [19] [20] . The employment of a diffractive optical element (DOE) is a candidate method to enhance the chromatic aberration, and five-fold extension of measurement range has been achieved [10] . Other DOEs for enlargement of the chromatic dispersion, such as a micro-lens array [13] and a Fresnel lens [14] , have achieved enlarged measurement ranges of 210 µm and 200 µm, respectively. With a diffractive lens and objective lenses [11] , an expansion of a measurement range has also been achieved [11, 16] . Furthermore, by utilizing a pupil filter technique, such as super-resolution pupil filter [15] or annular pupil filter [17] , for the re-shaping of a measuring beam, measurement ranges have also been enlarged to 40 µm and 14 µm, respectively. However, the above methods need to employ additional optical components in the optical setup, which could affect the performances of original optical confocal setups. Meanwhile, employing a broadband laser source is another approach to expand the measurement range of a chromatic confocal probe [18, 19] , and several methods have been proposed so far. With the employment of a supercontinuum laser source, over 16-fold expanded measurement range has been acquired [19] . However, non-smoothness of the laser spectrum, which means non-uniformity of the spectral intensity distribution, has restricted the full exploration of the whole spectrum of the supercontinuum laser source for a wider axial measurement range in a chromatic confocal probe. In responding to the background described above, a fiber-based dual-detector chromatic confocal probe with a mode-locked femtosecond laser source has been developed [3] . The proposed method has demonstrated that the influence of non-smoothness of the mode-locked femtosecond laser source can be compensated while expanding the measurement range over the whole spectrum of the laser by employing an axial response, defined as the intensity ratio of the two different confocal signals.
In this paper, as the second step of research, a new signal processing method for the axial response curve from the fiber-based dual-detector chromatic confocal probe with a mode-locked femtosecond laser source is proposed. The method is designed to further expand the measurement range without modifying the optical setup of the dual-detector chromatic confocal probe. Due to the diffraction effect of a point detector in confocal microscopy [20] , there are always a main-lobe and side-lobes in the axial response of a confocal probe, in which main-lobe stands for the highest power intensity distribution curve of the axial response, while side-lobes stand for local maxima power intensity distribution curves of the axial response. Since the presence of the side-lobes not only reduces the light intensity of the main-lobe but also degrades the imaging quality and depth resolution of confocal microscopy, a variety of methods have been proposed so far to reduce [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] , or even remove [30, 31] , the side-lobes in the axial response. On the contrary, in this paper, these annoying side-lobes are utilized to expand the measurement range of the dual-detector chromatic confocal probe with a mode-locked femtosecond laser source. Theoretical analysis and computer simulation, as well as some experiments, are carried out to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method for the extension of the measurement range. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the optical configuration for the fiber-based dual-detector chromatic confocal probe with a mode-locked femtosecond laser source [3] . A mode-locked femtosecond laser source is employed, while single-mode step index fibers are used as the signal-propagating media. The kth optical mode in the mode-locked femtosecond laser has a specific frequency ν k , which corresponds to the deterministic working wavelength λ k , which can be expressed as follows by using the carrier envelope offset frequency ν ceo and the pulse repetition rate ν rep [32] [33] [34] :
Principle of the Extension of the Measurement Range

Imaging Principle
where c is the speed of light in vacuum. For the image formation of confocal microscopy, the point spread function (PSF), and the pupil function of imaging lens are critical and are used in the equation of the final axial response of the confocal microscopy. The equation of the PSF, pupil function, and the equation of the effective PSF are given as follows [3, [35] [36] [37] : The complex amplitude U f on the confocal plane is therefore given as follows:
where h i (u, v) and P i (u, ρ) are the PSF and the pupil function of the two imaging lenses, respectively, ρ being the normalized radius of the chromatic objective lens, ⊗ standing for the convolution operation, J 0 ( 
The complex amplitude Uf on the confocal plane is therefore given as follows:
, ,
where hi (u, v) and Pi(u, ρ) are the PSF and the pupil function of the two imaging lenses, respectively, ρ being the normalized radius of the chromatic objective lens, ⊗ standing for the convolution operation, J0( ▪ )being the Bessel function of the first kind of zero order, hi_eff standing for the effective PSF of the two imaging lenses, e1 being the fundamental transverse orthonormal modal field. It should be noted that u and v are the optical coordinates of the confocal setup associated with the real coordinates z and r, respectively, and can be described by the following equations [3, 36, 37] :
where λ and sinβ indicate the light wavelength and the numerical aperture of the chromatic objective lens, respectively. Since the whole confocal configuration is coherent, the light intensity I obtained by the detector placed on the focal plane of the objective lens is given by the following equation:
,
where t (u, v) is the amplitude reflection or transmittance of the object. Based on the above analyses, the light intensity distribution Im(u) on the focal plane of the objective lens, where the fiber detector is placed, is given as follows:
) being the Bessel function of the first kind of zero order, h i_eff standing for the effective PSF of the two imaging lenses, e 1 being the fundamental transverse orthonormal modal field. It should be noted that u and v are the optical coordinates of the confocal setup associated with the real coordinates z and r, respectively, and can be described by the following equations [3, 36, 37] :
where t (u, v) is the amplitude reflection or transmittance of the object. Based on the above analyses, the light intensity distribution I m (u) on the focal plane of the objective lens, where the fiber detector is placed, is given as follows:
In order to overcome the non-smoothness of the laser spectrum in the mode-locked femtosecond laser source, a dual-detector differential confocal configuration shown in Figure 1 has been proposed [3] . The light intensity distribution I r (u, u d ) on the plane with a distance d from the focal plane of the objective lens is given as follows:
where u d is the optical distance associated with the defocus d that can be described as follows:
Figure 2a shows typical spectra of the light intensities I m (u) and I r (u, u d ) obtained by the two identical fiber detectors. As can be seen in the figure, it is difficult to distinguish a peak in the spectra, since a mode-locked femtosecond laser source has a non-smooth spectrum, as shown in Figure 2b . The spectrum shown in Figure 2b is from a specific femtosecond laser used in the following experiments and its non-smooth spectrum is not the same as the other generic laser sources. To address the aforementioned problem, the normalized intensity ratio I a (u, u d ) and the invert normalized intensity ratio I n (u, u d ) of the obtained signal intensities, determined by the following equations, are employed in the proposed method: Figure 2c shows the normalized intensity ratio and the invert normalized intensity ratio obtained from the spectra of the obtained light intensities shown in Figure 2a , with a target position of 40 µm and a defocus d of 150 µm, in which main-lobes can clearly be distinguished in both the normalized intensity ratio I a and the invert normalized intensity ratio I n , but side-lobes are inconspicuous. Therefore, in subsequent simulations and experiments, to make good use of the side-lobes to extend the measurement range, we set a defocus d to be 110 µm so that the side-lobes can be visible. As can be seen in the figure, main peaks can clearly be distinguished in both the axial response and the reversed axial response; this enables the proposed fiber-based dual-detector chromatic confocal probe to have a high resolution of 30 nm and good linearity for displacement measurement along the depth direction.
Expansion of the Measurement Range
The measurement range of the proposed fiber-based dual-detector chromatic confocal probe is determined by the spectral bandwidth of the mode-locked laser source and the chromatic objective employed in the optical setup. A thin plano-convex lens made of N-SF11 is employed in the developed optical setup as the chromatic objective. According to the thin-lens equation [3, 35] , the relationship between a focal length of the chromatic objective f λ and a refractive index N λ is given as follows:
where r 1 and r 2 are curvature radii of the chromatic objective lens. The refractive index N λ for the light wavelength λ can be obtained from the following Sellmeier equation [3] :
where B i and C i are the parameters associated with N-SF11. The measurement range ∆Z of the chromatic confocal probe is therefore given as follows:
where f λ1 and f λ2 are the longest and shortest working wavelengths of the mode-locked femtosecond laser source, respectively. In the previous work by the authors [3] , the measurement range of the developed chromatic confocal probe is derived from the linear relationship between the target position and the peak wavelength detected in the normalized intensity ratio. To further expand the measurement range of the fiber-based dual-detector chromatic confocal probe without any modifications on the optical setup, in this paper, a new method employing both the main-lobes and the side-lobes of the axial responses obtained from the normalized intensity ratio I a (u, u d ) and the invert normalized intensity ratio I n (u, u d ) is proposed. Figure 3 shows a variation of the normalized intensity I a as a function of the Z-directional position of a measurement target at a specific wavelength λ, which is referred to as the axial response [3] . Figure 3 also shows the axial response obtained from the invert normalized intensity ratio at the same wavelength λ. As can be seen in the figures, not only the main-lobes but also the side-lobes of the axial response proposed in our previous work [3] , which cannot be observed in the single axial responses of I m and I r without the normalization process, can clearly be distinguished in the axial responses. This is another benefit of our newly proposed axial response; the side-lobes are clearer compared with the single axial response expected from a Lorentzian shape, in which the side-lobe is fuzzy and cannot be identified easily. Figure 4a -c show the normalized intensity ratio I a (u, u d ) and the invert normalized intensity ratio I n (u, u d ) with different defocus d, and Figure 4d shows the side-lobe spacing and the main-lobe to side-lobe spacing with respect to different defocus d. In order to make good use of the side-lobes to extend the measurement range, we set defocus d to be 110 µm, in which the side-lobes are more visible and identifiable than the cases where d is set to be within a range from 50 µm to 80 µm. Consequently, the employment of the side-lobes has a possibility of expanding the measurement range of the fiber-based dual-detector chromatic confocal probe, and theoretical calculations are therefore carried out in the following. Regarding the non-smoothness of the laser spectrum shown in Figure 2b , axial responses of the fiber-based dual-detector chromatic confocal probe are estimated based on Equations (13) and (14), in which the proposed axial response is defined as the intensity ratio of the signal 1 and signal 2, not as the single axial response anymore. The distance between the main-lobe and the side-lobe is therefore determined by the relative magnitude of the ratios of signal 1 and signal 2 at the same target position. Furthermore, the relative height of the main-lobe and the side-lobes is also controlled by the relative magnitude of the ratios of signal 1 and signal 2 at the same target position, which is further controlled by the defocus d that is shown in Equation (11) . As illustrated in Equation (11), when we set a defocus d to be zero, theoretically the values of Equation (13) and Equation (14) always become 1.
For the calculations, the parameters summarized in Table 1 are employed to express the effect of the chromatic objective. Figure 5a ,b show the axial responses from the normalized intensity ratio and the invert normalized intensity ratio, respectively, calculated at the wavelengths from 1550 nm to 1580 nm. As can be seen in the figures, the main-lobe and the side-lobes of the axial response from the invert normalized intensity ratio are found to be shifted along the axial (Z-) direction with respect to those from the normalized intensity ratio. In the previous work by the authors [3] , only the information from the main-lobe in the normalized intensity ratio has been employed to detect a displacement in the axial direction. As a result, the measurement range has been limited to be approximately 40 µm. Meanwhile, by using the information from not only the main-lobe but also the side-lobes in the axial responses from both the intensity ratios, the measurement range can be expanded; as can be seen in Figure 5c , the gap of the neighboring lobes (including the main-lobe and side-lobes) in the axial response of I a (u, u d ) can be covered by the corresponding lobes of the axial response of I n (u, u d ). Theoretical calculation is expanded to a working range of the mode-locked laser of 1.48 µm-1.64 µm and a target position over 250 µm. Figure 6a ,b show the axial responses of the normalized intensity ratio I a and the invert normalized intensity ratio I n . As can be seen in the figure, side-lobes are clearly observed over a target position range of 250 µm in both of the axial responses. Meanwhile, the existence of a gap between each neighboring lobes is also confirmed in both of the axial responses. In addition, the theoretical calculation results show that the gap becomes wider as the increase of the target position. Figure 6c shows the main-lobes and the side-lobes of the normalized intensity ratio I a plotted together with those of the invert normalized intensity ratio I n . As can be seen in the figure, the two axial responses are almost 180º out of phase, and the gaps between each neighboring lobes in the axial response of the normalized intensity ration can be covered by the lobes in the axial response of the invert normalized intensity ratio over a target position range of 150 µm. It should be noted that in order to utilize the side-lobes of the axial responses as illustrated in Figure 6c for the expansion of the axial measurement range, calculation of partial derivatives of Equation (13) is necessary:
In order to obtain the relative maximum intensity values for wavelength-to-displacement encoding of the side-lobes, let Equation (13) be equal to zero and get the relationship between the target position z and wavelength λ:
As illustrated in Figure 6c , the main-lobe and side-lobes are employed in the wavelength-todisplacement encoding, but gaps between main-lobe and side-lobes make the final measurement range discontinuous. In order to eliminate the gaps, side-lobes of the axial response of the invert normalized intensity ratio are employed. Therefore, the following relationship should also be satisfied: Figure 7 shows a schematic of the fiber-based dual-detector chromatic confocal probe developed in the previous study by the authors [3] . A mode-locked femtosecond laser (C-Fiber, MenloSystems) with a repetition rate ν rep of 100 MHz and a spectral range of 1480-1640 nm was employed as the light source. Single-mode step index fibers were employed for the light propagation and for the detectors together with an optical spectrum analyzer (AQ6370D, Yokogawa Electric Corp.). The laser beam from the laser source was transmitted through the single-mode step index fiber, and the output laser beam from the fiber was then collimated by a collimating lens to generate a collimated beam with a beam diameter of approximately 3.6 mm. The collimated laser beam was then made to pass through a polarized beam splitter (PBS) and a quarter wave plate (QWP). By utilizing a chromatic objective (Edmund Optics, #67-484), the collimated laser beam was focused on a plane mirror mounted on a one-axis piezoelectric (PZT) positioning stage. The combination of the PBS and the QWP made sure that the light source was effectively isolated from the laser beam reflected from the plane mirror. A capacitance displacement sensor, whose measurement axis was aligned to coincide with the laser axis, was located behind the plane mirror to measure the target position of the mirror along the Z-direction. The propagating direction of the reflected laser beam was then bent 90 degrees by the PBS and was divided into two sub-beams by a non-polarizing beam splitter (BS). By utilizing an achromatic lens L1 with a focal length f of 16.6 mm, one of the sub-beams (sub-beam1) was coupled into one end face of a single-mode step index fiber, having a core diameter of 8.2 µm and a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.14. The other end face of the fiber was connected to the optical spectrum analyzer. Meanwhile, another sub-beam (sub-beam2) was coupled into one end face of another single-mode step index fiber, which was identical to that for the sub-beam1, by using another achromatic lens L2 identical to L1. It should be noted that the end face of the fiber for sub-beam2 was mounted on a precision manual stage system to give a defocus d to the end face of the fiber, with respect to the back focal plane of L2. 
Experiments and Discussions
Experimental Setup
Experiments
Experiments were carried out to investigate the feasibility of the proposed measurement range expansion method. The plane mirror was made to move along the Z-direction in a step of 2 µm to obtain the axial responses. It should be noted that the displacement of the plane mirror was measured by a capacitive displacement sensor simultaneously for comparison. Peak wavelengths were calculated from the centroid positions of the corresponding normalized intensity ratio, as well as the invert normalized intensity ratio at each Z-position of the mirror. Figure 8a shows the normalized intensity ratio obtained at each Z-position over a Z-directional scanning range of 250 µm. As can be seen in Figure 8a , not only the main-lobe but also the side-lobes were clearly observed. Although the peak widths of the sub-lobes were found to become wider as the increase of the Z-displacement of the plane mirror, the sharpness of the sub-lobes was enough to be used in the wavelength-to-displacement encoding. Figure 8b shows the peak wavelength obtained from the normalized intensity ratio in Figure 8a at each Z-directional position of the plane mirror. As can be seen in the figure, a linear relationship between the peak wavelength and the axial Z-directional displacement of the plane mirror was found for the main-lobe and each of the side-lobes. Meanwhile, as predicted in the results of the above theoretical calculations, a gap between each of the neighboring lobes was found. Figure 8c shows the invert normalized intensity ratio obtained at each Z-position, which was calculated from the same intensities employed to calculate the corresponding normalized intensity ratio shown in Figure 8a . As can be seen in Figure 8c , the main-lobe and the side-lobes were clearly observed in the obtained invert normalized intensity ratio. In the same manner, as the case of normalized intensity ratio I a , the relationship between the peak wavelength and the axial Z-directional displacement of the flat mirror was investigated by extracting the peak wavelengths in the invert normalized intensity ratio I n shown in Figure 8c . The result is summarized in Figure 8d . As predicted in the results of the above theoretical calculations, the peak frequency in the invert normalized intensity ratio at a specific Z-directional position of the plane mirror was found to shift along the axial direction with respect to that of the normalized intensity ratio shown in Figure 8b . Figure 9 summarizes the wavelength-to-displacement encoding curves obtained from the axial responses of the normalized intensity ratio I a and that of the invert normalized intensity ratio I n . As can be seen in the figure, a gap between each neighboring lobe in the axial response of the normalized intensity ratio was successfully covered by the axial response from the invert normalized intensity ratio. These experimental results demonstrated that measurement range of the fiber-based dual-detector chromatic confocal probe was successfully expanded from 40 µm to 250 µm by the proposed method without any modification on the optical setup of the developed confocal probe. 
Conclusions
A new method for expanding the Z-directional measurement range of a fiber-based dual-detector chromatic confocal probe with a mode-locked femtosecond laser source has been proposed. The dual-detector chromatic confocal probe has been designed to detect the axial position of a measurement target by using the normalized intensity ratio calculated from light intensities obtained by the two identical fiber detectors. In the proposed method, for the expansion of the measurement range of the dual-detector chromatic confocal probe, invert normalized intensity ratio, which is the inverse of the normalized intensity ratio, has also been employed to realize seamless measurement with the main-lobes and the side-lobes of the axial responses obtained from both the normalized intensity ratio and the invert normalized intensity ratio. Theoretical calculations and experiments have been carried out to verify the feasibility of the proposed method, and the results have demonstrated that the measurement range can be expanded to 250 µm, which is four times wider than that of the conventional dual-detector chromatic confocal probe developed in the previous work by the authors.
It should be noted that this paper is mainly focused on the proposal of the method for expansion of the Z-directional measurement, and subsequent experimental work will be carried out in 3D microstructure imaging in our future research. It should also be pointed out that in order to make good use of the side-lobes to extend the Z-directional measurement range, we set a defocus d to be 110 µm, which achieves a bigger full width at half maximum (FWHM) value compared with the FWHM value when the defocus d is set to be 150 µm in our previous work [3] . That means there will be a reduction in axial resolution. However, when the defocus d is fixed, the axial resolution will not be affected during the measurement range expansion processing because our expansion method is performed without modifying the optical setup of the dual-detector chromatic confocal probe, and therefore will not change the point spread function of our confocal imaging system theoretically. Furthermore, future research will also focus on the depth measurement provided by the optical phase and optical complex amplitude of the dual-detector chromatic confocal probe, compared with the depth measurement given by the optical intensity in this paper. Measurement uncertainty analysis together with the identification of the absolute optical wavelengths based on the optical frequency comb will also be carried out in the next stage of research.
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